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PREFACE 
OBJECTIVE 
This report describes CTS and ATS short-term satellite demonstra-
tions supported by the Public Service S ~tellite C nsor ium (PSSC), and 
long-term experiments which a re supported through usage of the Denver, 
Colorado, satellite communications ground station complex. The period 
covered is from October, 1977, through March, 1978. Included in the 
report are: 
(1) a discussion of the objecti ves and goals intended; 
(2) a summary of lJ~ r- assessments about th pro~rammatic 
impact of their demonstrat ions and e periments; 
(3) a pr sentation of the technical plannin~/ oordination 
process involved in s tellite utilization; and 
(4) an as essment of the technic 1 eff cti v ness of th ~~ 
PSSC-supported activities. 
SCOPE OF WORK 
The report of l ong-term e perim nts is a onso l idation of : 
(1) documentation receiv d from r spective participants of ach 
e prim nt; and 
(2) data rel y -d arid 10 ed t th N twork Coordination Center 
(NCC) in Denver . 
Descriptive inform tion, te hni al data. and appraisals for CTS 
and ATS short-tenn d rnonstrations utilize: 
(1) user rn terials supplied for the d v 1 pment of f ormal d mon-
str tion requ sts; 
(2) technical irnplement tion-process do urnentati on pr pared by 
PS C slaff; 
(3) sunvll ry reports from P SC p rs onne l wh o c ordinat the v rious 
d nlonst rati ons ; nd 
(4) post-faclum v luati ons of ach d lTlonstrdion. \.,.hi h ar sub-
nlitt d by the user. 
CONCLUS IONS 
Ov rall r su 1 c; f posiliv na tur for 10ng-telll1 p ri rn nts 
and shor - l nn dern nstrati ns s upp rt d by th PS C. 
R sults of l Ollg-L rill P rim nl indi at the f 11 I.,.i n 
(1) G n ra lly. th I.,. I' PI' '·dnlma t i all illlpa e , 
r c iv d wi th rat flLhusia m; th r is onsid I' bl inter-
est for ontinuin th s rvi s 1.,.11 i c h w r P' n t d 'P ri-
ment lly. 
i ; 
nd 
(2) Generally, high technical quality and equipment reliability 
are provided through the delivery systems associated with 
CTS and ATS-6. Equipment reliability ran lower when uti-
lization of a remote transportable 12/14 GHz terminal was 
part of the delivery system; e.g., the VA transportable unit 
origina t ed programs for the ALVA experiment. 
(3) Poor audio quality is provided through the VHF/ATS-l network, 
but the low-cost factor a d the system's effectiveness for 
technical coordinati on make it an attractive current alterna-
tive. 
(4) The assignment of organizational responsibilities amongst 
participants for the implementation phase, is an important 
activity that ought to be fully examined and mutually agreed 
upon at the onset. For the experiments described in this re-
port, it was found that the higher the level of organizati ona l 
preparenness, the smoo ther the i~plementation process. 
Results of CTS and ATS short-term demonst rations show that: 
(1) Satellite demonstratio ns make a convincing statement about 
technical feasibility. 
(2) The demonstrations provide first-hand experience to societal 
groups without an extensive investment in money or facilities. 
(3) The demonstrations provide an educational ~xperience about 
the technical developme nt and impl ementat ion process involved 
in satellite utilizati on . 
iii 
(4) The demonstration~ make a positive impact 0 the constituen-
cies of variou~ societal groups. 
(5) The demonstr~tions create a serious interest in alternatives 
to existin~ systems. 
SUMMARY OF RECOMMEiWATIONS 
Both long-~erm and short-term experi~ents reported in this study 
have demonstrat~d the beneflcs of satellite usage for public service 
applications. The positive impact accomp lished by the demonst rations 
and experiments, along with a considerable number of applicants for 
future projects, indicates the desirability of continued provisions 
for support of these societal efforts. 
A particular necessity is to continue the follow-on dialogue and 
collaboration with societal users at each stage of their development. 
Some who have just completed a demonstration are ready and want to know 
options for regular operations using commercial satellites. Others want 
to follow short-term experiences with more serious long-term experimen-
tation. The Public Service Satellite Consortium is prepared to assist 
these gro ups and to move forward with each as their needs dictate. The 
PSSC wants societal users to be aware, and plans to continue the inter-
active and support pr~cess between their requirements and the Consortium's 
actions. 
iv 
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the participants. The only significant problem has been lack of sche-
dule awareness by the remote sites in the Trust Territories. However, 
it should be notp.d, that there is a real communications problem in that 
part of the world; which, in itself, underlies the need for satelli:e 
experimentation in this area. 
TECHNICAL EFFECTIVENESS 
Attachment A shows operating times and outages for the experiments 
described in this report. Reliability for the total delivery system 
of each experiment is computed as follows: 
PR = Total time ~T~o~ta~1~~~---'~+-7tl~· m-e~+~T-07ta~-rp-r-o-g-r-amm--i~n-g~'d-ow-n-t~l~·m--e 
Using the above formula, rel i ability for the following experiments 
was computed for the period October 1, 1977 through March 31, 1978. 
ALFE: 
PR = 48,281 minutes 48,281 minutes + 397.5 minutes 
= 99.1 8% 
SAMFE: 
PR = 2,904 mi nutes 2,904 minutes + 0 mi nutes 
= 100% 
MSHC : 
PR = 1,738 I inutes 1,738 mi nu tes + 0 minu tes 
= 100% 
-6-
ALVA: 
PR = 1,622 minutes 1,622 minutes + 349 m;nut~s 
= 82.29% 
VA MONITOR: 
P = 2,968 minutes 
R 2, 968 ~inutes + 4 2 ~.6 minutes 
= 87.46% ** 
Regarding the quality of the delivered ATS-6 signal for ALFE, SAMFE , 
and MSHC, writt.en and verbal reports indicate a consistently high perforr.l-
ance. Considerable documentation was possible a a t ion KUAC in Fair-
banks and St ; on KAKM in Anc ho rage (receive sites in t he ALFE network) 
where SNR readings were obtained both by PSSC personnel visiting those 
loca t ions and personnel at those stations. Weighted signal-to-noise 
ratios have co~sistently been measured between 46-48 dB. While SNR's 
were not taken for the SAMFE and MSHC sites, signal strengths and sub-
jec t ive video arid audio comments were comparable for both experiments 
t o those reported by opera tors in the ALFE experiment. (For SAMFE, 
si ~ nal strengths ran ged between 11 and 15, and subjective COnlf:lents 
indi cated a TASO 1 signa l being r ece ived. For MSHC, s i gna l strengths 
ranged be t ween 14 and 20, and sub ject ive comments al so indi cated a 
TASO 1 signa l be ing received.* 
Rega rdin g reliability for ALVA and VA, more than one h lf of t he low 
perfurmance of t he CTS del ivery system for the VA network has been caused 
*TASO 1 is t he s tandard set by the Televisi on All ocati n Study Orga niza-
ti on t o desc ribe u pic tur p of hi gh quality wi th imperceptible noise or 
objecti onableness . 
**The PSSC In '3 intenance t !:: ' i on fo r the VA, includ ing usage of the 12 GHz 
system in Denver f or monitor'ing, does not orne under NASA' s ASVT contract 
wi th PSSC . 
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by transmitter problems at the VA mobile earth station u~ed to origin-
ate progral1111inq. When all equipment in the network is functionir9 pro-
perly. signal quality hds been estimated to be at the level of a TASO 1. 
Reliability for the DISP experiment cannot be accurately computed. 
The system was operated for a total of 254 hours and 4 minutes durinQ 
the rer;od covered by this report~ utilization. however, was intermit-
tent and the system was used minimally when the only scheduling that 
could be arranged was during the early morning hours. Greater usage 
during the more convenient daytime hours that were recently arranged. 
· 1 .i ates that this is an important factor in usage of the system. Re-
arding the quality of the conltlunications that did occur. poor audio 
quality was generally provided through the DISP VH F/ ATS-l network, but 
the low- cost factor and the system's effectiveness for terhnical coor-
din tinn make it an attr ctive current l tern tive. 
SUMMARY 
The l ong-ternl e perim nts reported in this study have all achieved 
a significant l evel of programmatic and t hni a l success. With the 
e c pti n of the m bile unit us d for the VA nd ALVA perim nts. all 
quipm nt in the NA A e p l"imental neb'lorks. in luding the sat llites, 
hav perform d t a hi gh l evel of r li abi lity. Signals provided through 
us aqe of til AT -6 nd CTS 11 twork have been ex ll ent. Audio signa ls 
associated with the VH F/AT - 1 n twol"k we/'e rat d at a l ower l ev 1. ht.C. 
us bl f r purp0 5 s suc h as t chni al 0 rdination. 
Ov rall. pro ran:1ll ti lly and t chni ca lly, the p sitiv impact 
a comp l i h d. along wi th a onsiderab l number of app l i ants for future 
proje ts. indi at til de irability of cont inu d pI' vi s i ons f r support 
of til e so i ta 1 fforts. 
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SHORT-TERM SATELLITE DEMONSTRATIONS 
BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE 
One of the PSSC functions,which facilitates awareness and utiliza-
tion of satellite communications technology is the short-term demonstra-, 
tion. As an approved experimenter on the Applications Technology Satel-
lite (ATS-6) and the Communications Technology Satellite (CTS), the PSSC 
has provided assistance to a number of organizations for short-term 
satellite demonstrations. The following reports include purposes, 
scope, and results of demonstrations that were completed durin~ the 
period October 1, 1977 - March 31, 1978. 
METHODOLOGY 
Information utilized is a product of: (1) user materials supplied 
for the development of formal demonstration requests; (2) technical im-
plementation process documentation prepared by PSSC staffs; (3) summary 
reports from PSSC personnel who coordinate the demonstrations; and, (4) 
post-factum evaluations of each demonstration, which are submitted by 
the user. 
THE AMERICAN DIETETIC ASSOCIATION 
CTS Demonstration: 10/14/77 
The American Dietetic Association (ADA) is comprised of over 32,000 
dietitians, all of whom meet the ADA membership requirement of a baccal-
aureate degree from an accredited colleqe or university. The ADA purposes 
are (1) to improve the nutrition of human beings, (2) to advance the sci-
ence of dietetics and nutrition, and (3) to promote education in these 
and allied areas. 
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The American Dietetic Association satellite demonstration took 
place in October. The mode was one-way video with audio feedback be-
tween Bethesda, Maryland, and Los Angeles, California. Two congress-
men on the east coast gave the presentation from the Lister Hill facil-
ity in Maryland. Due to time constraints on their positions, these 
gentlemen would otherwise have been unable to participate in the Los 
AngE'les meeting. The presentation lecused on "Nutrition Education: 
Where Do We Go From Here?" At the Los Angeles Convention Center, where 
a Class II por ~able unit was used, an estimated 1,600 health practition-
ers had an opportunity to experience the use of a communications satel-
1 ite firsthand. 
The ADA satellite demonstration was an outstanding success. It 
provided an introductory experience to the potential of communications 
satellites, and it allowed interaction with two r.ationally recognized 
presenters who were otherwise unable to attend the meeting. 
THE BUREAU OF RECLAMA-I ION 
CTS Demonstration: 10/28/77 
The Bureau of Reclamation, U.s. Department of Interior, is currently 
involved with the development of over 400 dams in scattered locations 
throughout the United States. Large teams and departments, involving 
many personnel, are responsible for the development and direction of 
construction activities. Consequently, central offices require constant 
feedback to determine what is happening at the construction sites to 
direct procedures, and to make necessary changes and modifications. The 
Bureau of Reclamation is exploring the potential cost savings of employing 
satellite technolo~y in this area of activity. 
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In October, the Bureau of Reclamation conducted a two-hour experi-
ment between Edna, Texas, and Denver, Colorado. The purpose was for the 
experience in satellite usage, particularly as a first step in the pro-
cess whereby designers, administrators, and engineers will determine 
what cost savings can be gained through satellite usage. A GSFC Class 
I portable terminal was used for Edna, Texas; a GSFC Class II was used 
for the Federal Center at Denver, Colorado. Construction engineers at 
the Palmetto Bend Dam construction site in Edna pointed out and explained 
the status of the construction activity and problems encountered. Plan-
ners and designers in Denver learned of problems needing resolve and 
answered those immediately solvable. 
Technically, the video was excellent; the audio was readable, but 
noisy. In all, Bureau of Reclamation officials were interested and re-
ceptive to the ~emonstration. It was a first experience for many, and 
will certainly require further discussion and many answers before a 
serious determination of cost benefits can be made. As with all in-
teres ted users, the Consortium plans further dialogue with the Bureau 
of Reclamation and in-depth discussions about their requirements. 
LISTER HILL NATIONAL CENTER FOR BIOMEDICAL COMMUNICATIONS 
CTS/ATS-6 Demonstration: 11/6,7/77 
The PSSC provided coordination and technical assistance support for 
a satellite demonstration sponsored by the Lister Hill National Center 
for Biomedical Communications. The event took place on November 6 and 7. 
The confi guration involved CTS, ATS-6, a Class I terminal located at 
Anaheim, California, for the first day, and relocated at Los Angeles 
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for the second day, the Lister Hill CTS facility at Bethesda, Maryland, 
and an ATS-6 transmit station at Lexington, Kentucky. Full duplex audio 
and video capabilities were provided between the California and Maryland 
locations. 
The demonstration was part of a medical symposium in which a l arge 
number of people from the medical community were exposed to the opportun-
ities afforded by satellite technology, and engaged in a serious consid-
eration of its applications for particular aspects of medicine. Lister 
Hill supported the Society for Neuroscience for the symposium, entitled, 
"Symposium on the Future of Communications in Neuroscience." 
Technical problems did occur durinn the demonstration, none of which 
related to the GSFC Class I termi al whic performed adequately. The 
problems related to CTS, and also to Lile relay configuration involved 
in the Lexington location. 
The demonstration served to expose a larqe number of people within 
the medical community to the possibilities of satellite applications. 
APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMMISSION 
CTS/ATS-6 Demonstrati on : 11/ 21/77 
The PSSC sponsored and provided technical coordination and implemen-
tation support to the Appalachian Regional Commission for a satellite 
demonstration that occurred on November 21,1977 . The mode was one-way 
video with voice interaction. A Class I transmitted from studios at 
Station KPBS in San Diego, to 45 ATS-6 receive vide sites. The CTS/ 
ATS relay was ach,eved usin NASA's Rosman facility. Voice interaction 
was achieved via ATS-1 between ARC's Lexington facility and a NASA/C,oddard 
portable VHF terminal located at San Diego. A temporary teletype link 
- 1 -
was also arranqed between ARC/Lexington and the KPBS studio in San 
Diego, providing hard copy of questions from the Appalachian sites 
bein~ relayed to the Symposium moderator by Lexington. 
The purpose of the demonstration was to bring new information and 
research from a distant location to the Appalachian region. A National 
Association for Social Workers Biennial Symposium was held, and through 
a demonstration of satellite technology, the Symposium brought current 
information to teachers, social workers, counselors, and psychologists 
who are widely dispersed throughout the Appalachian region. 
Technical problems occurred which were related both to CTS and the 
Class I terminal used at San Diego. Twenty minutes of the total program 
time planned was lost. 
Recognizing the experimental nature of these demonstrations, the 
Appalachian Regional Commission was pleased with the effort and felt 
that a positive point had been made to its constituency. 
DHEW/SAMOA 
CTS, ATS-3, ATS-6 Demonstration: 12/28/77 
On December 28, 1977, the Department of Health, Education, and 
Welfare, in cooperation with the National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration, sponsored a satellite teleconference among U.S. Govern-
ment officials in Washington. D.C., and San Francisco, California, and 
local government officials of American Samoa. The project was designed 
to demonstrate the application of communications satellites in the 
management, planning. and delivery of Department services to remote 
locations. 
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The configuration employed the use of three communications satel-
lites: CTS, ATS-3, and ATS-6. Proqramming, originating from either 
Ames Research Center in San Francisco, or NASA Headquarters in Washing-
ton, D.C., was to be transmitted via CTS facilities at NASA ~oddard 
Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland, to Denver, Colorado, for 
retransmission to Samoa on ATS-6. The Denver Uplink Terminal (OUT), 
managed and operated by the Public Service Satellite Consortium, would 
facilitate the CTS/ATS-6 relay. Mutual access to ATS-3 would provide 
an audio teleconferencing link between Samoa and each of the three U.S. 
sites. 
Due to problems with the GSFC high-power transmitter, a last-minute 
change in the configuration was effected. NASA Headquarters was forced 
to drop out of the CTS link. and a change in antenna pointing resulted 
in programming for Denv~r/Samoa originating exclusively from studios 
at Ames. Utilizing a teleconferencing telephone fur audio transmit 
from Headquarters to Ames, the three-way interactive mode was maintained 
for the prog ra~. 
Technically, minor problems did occur, but the overall system 
performance was excellent. The demonstration itself was received with 
interest and enthusiasm. 
001 SAMOA/SAl PAN 
ATS-l. ATS-6 Demonstration: 1/3,8/78 
The U.S. Department of the Interior, in cooreration with the Nation-
al Aeronautics and Space Administration. sponsored an ATS-6 den~nstration 
on January 3 in American Samoa and on January 8 in Saipan, each in con-
-14-
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week prior to the demonstration. 
The main thrust of the teleconference was to demonstrate the ap-
plications of satellite communicdtions for educational purposes; speci-
fically, to enhance the effective utilization of an innovative technique 
for teaching reading to primary grade students. Creators of this tech-
nique, called the "Reada1onq" system, presented the teaching series from 
a studio in ioronto, Ontario, Canada. The material was received by a 
panel of reading experts located in the Project Interchange studio in 
Menlo Park, California; an interactive discussion followed, exploring 
the educational design and research behind the series. The demonstra-
tion, utilizing full duplex video and audio between Menlo Park and 
Toronto, was distributed to educational television networks at both 
demonstration sites, enabling classroom teachers to observe the pre-
sentation and interactive discussion. 
Principals involved in the planning and implementation of this 
demonstration all agreed that it was highly successful, both from a 
programmatic and technical standpoint. 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
CTS Demonstration: 1/10,12,13,14,15,17,19,20,21,22/78 
One of the more extensive satellite demon~trations sponsored by PSSC 
occurred in mid-January when a series of continuing medical education 
programs, coordinated by the Medical University of South Carolina. were 
transmitted via CTS. The live interactive medical seminar linked 150 
universities and hospitals in 15 southeastern states and Ohio. Twenty-
one hours of videotaped programming provided the opportunity for health 
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care specialists to further their education and obtain AMA Category 1 
continuinq education credits. Each broadcast was followed by an infor-
mation exchange between faculty and viewers via telephone and two-way 
television. 
.1 
The PSSC provided both technical assistance and coordination sup-
port for this activity. Programs originating from Charleston, Spartan-
burg, and Columbia were transmitted to CTS using the NASA Portable Earth 
Terminal (PET) and were received by the NASA Transportable Earth Term-
inal (TET), located at WVIZ in Cleveland, Ohio; the Educational Televi-
sion Network in Columbia; and participating television stations of the 
Southern Educational Communications Association CTS network in 14 ad-
ditional states. An excellent example of the marriage of satellite and 
terrestrial systems, further distribution into individual hospitals ~lS 
achieved through the cooperation of the SECA television networks, the 
South Carolina Health Communications Networks, the Ohio Valley Medical 
Microwave Network, and the Me ga hertz System in the Cleveland area. 
The demonstration was a tremendous success, both technically and 
programm tically, in demonstrating an effective utilizati on of avail-
able technologies for meeting educational needs. The duration of the 
activity created scheduling difficulties on CTS; and, as a result, less-
than-desirable program times were ultimately accepted. The occasional 
slack in anticipated attendance is attributed partially to this fact, 
as well as to severe weather co nditions affecting several states during 
the first few days of broadcast. However, audience response has been 
extremely positive and exhibits overwhelming enthusiasm for continuation 
and expansion of the concept. 
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UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA IN BIRMINGHAM 
CTS Demonstration: 1/28,29/78 
In late January, the PSSC sponsored and provided coordination sup-
port to the University of Alabam~ in Birmingham l~AB) for its second 
CTS demonstration involving the experimental use of satellite cornmunica-
tions for continuing medical education (CME). The purpose of the two-
day activity was threefold: (1) to provide CME progrann,ing for health 
care specialists in geographically rural areas; (2) to increase public 
awareness of satellites as a viable and cost-effective means for serving 
the CME needs and requirements; and (3) through ~rogram sharinq, help to 
document a practical case for future expansion of the program. 
The mode was one-way video with landline audio return. Programming 
consisted of two seminars: (1) a Cardiology Update for physicians and 
other health-related professionals; and (2) a workshop for den~al prac-
titioners on Restorative Dental Impression Materials. Medical personnel 
within a 50-mile radius of Dothan, Alabama, participated in the work-
shops from Dothan where the NASA Transportable Earth Terminal was used. 
Programming originated from Birmingham using the NASA Portable Earth 
Terminal. In addition, participati on in the cardiovascular semi nar, 
which was offered for AMA Category I credit. was expanded t o include 28 
hospitals in South Carolina via the South Carolina Health Communications 
Network and 8 local Birmin ham hospitals in membership of the UAB Medical 
Microwave Network. 
T~chnically. and pro r mmatically. the quality of th~ demonstration 
was excellent. Light interaction was of little concern to those involved, 
t _ 18-L 
as responses indicated that "too thorough coverage of the subject mat-
ter left very little area for question." In general. all participants 
were extremely pleased and enthusiastic toward continuing efforts in 
this area. 
UNIVER~ITY OF CALIFORNIA. SAN DIEGO 
CTS Demonstration: 2/11/78 
On February 11. the University of California. San Diego. in coop-
eration with San Diego County. the City of San Diego. and the San Dieqo 
Comprehensive Planning Organization. sponsored a conference on off-shore 
oil drilling. Off-shore oil drilling and leasing is a unique prob1em 
to San Diego and of primary concern are the social, economic. and envi-
·:-onmental impacts of the proposed leasing of oil tracts un the outer 
continental shelf off the San Diego coast. 
In conjunction with the cunference, the PSSC sponsored and provided 
technical coordination and; plementation support for a teleconferencinQ 
activity among local participants and an official of the U.S. Department 
of Interior otherwise unable to attend. Representing 001 was Ms. Heather 
Ross. Deputy Assistant Secretary. Policy Bud et and Ad~ inistrati on who, 
speaking from the Lister Hill Center in Bethesda. Maryland, addressed 
the conference on national policy and local impacts of the DCS program. 
Throughout the program Ms. Ross entertained questions on specifi c areas 
of concern or interest from conference participants in San Diego, where 
a NASA Class II transp rtable unit was used for video receive and audio 
ta 1 kback. 
From a technical, as well as prograrrrna tic point of view, the dem-
onstrati on was an outs t nding success. The interacti v app lic tion 
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lent particular importance to the success of the activity by affording 
the opportunity for various planning and administrative entities in 
San Diego to interact directly with a decision maker at the national 
1 evel. 
JOINT COUNCIL ON EDUCATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
CTS Oemonstration: 2/14/78 
The Joint Council on Educational Telecommunications (JCET) is a 
consortium of non-profit organizat;ons interested in preserving and 
promoting education's options in the use of communications technologies. 
During the 1978 Annual Meeting of the American Association for the 
Advancement of Science (AAAS) held in February, the PSSC sponsored and 
provided coordination support to JCET for a satellite teleconferencing 
activity with full-duplex operations. 
The purpose of the teleconference was to demonstrate and discuss 
the potential of satellite communications for m -ing ed'Jcational needs. 
The program consisted c : presentations by five well-known leaders active 
in the field of societal satellite applications. Periods for detailed 
discussion followed each presentation. 
The teleconference involved participants at three separate loca-
tions: the AAAS Annual Meeting in Washington, D.C., where the NASA 
Portable Earth Terminal was located; NASA Ames Res~~rch Center in 
Moffat Field, California; and the University of Washington in Seattle, 
using a fixed, full-duplex CTS facility funded by NIH. 
All aspects of the event went perfectly. The viability and po-
tential benefits of satellite utilization were clearly demonstrated in 
a meaningful and successful application of the technology. 
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FORUM FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF STUDENTS IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
CTS Dp~~nstr~ tion: 2/14/78 
During the afternoon session of the American Association for the 
Advancement of Science (AAAS) Annual Meeting in February, the PSSC also 
sponsored and provided technical assistance to the Forum for the Advance-
ment of Students in Science and Technology (FASST) for another CTS tele-
conferencing demonstration. , The purpose of this activity was to demon-
strate and promote the applicability of satellite communications as one 
of the various ','Tools of Science," the theme of this year's AAAS conf-
erence. 
The demonstration involved full-duplex video and audio between 
fixed CTS facilities at NASA Ames Research Center and the NASA Portable 
Earth Terminal at the Wa~hington, D.C., conference site. The topic of 
the FASST program entitled, "The Sear-ch for Extraterrestrial IntelliQence: 
Priority or Pandora's Box," featured prominent guest speakers considered 
~uthorities on the subject. Each of these presentations was broadcast 
i _ CTS to teachers and students in attendance at Ames. The proQram 
centered on discussions of current plans to establish a oedicated search 
for alien lifE in the universe, and the possible consequences as a re-
sult of these efforts. The use of CTS enabled direct audience partici-
pation during these discussions. 
Fascination with the topic has grown considerably over the past 
years, as the size of the viewing audience well demonstrated. At the 
local conference there was a "standing-room-only" situation within the 
viewing a' while at Ames Research Center, over 200 students and 
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teachers gathered with interest. The demonstration itself was a tech-
nical and programmatic success which not only provided an introductory 
experience to the potential of communications satellites, but served to 
open the MAS Annual Meeting to a large, . highly interested sector of the 
public unable to otherwise attend. 
AID/UWI/SERI 
CTS Demonstration: 2/27/78 
On February 27, 1978, the Agency for International Development (AID), 
in cooperation with the University of the West Indies (UWI), approved 
ATS-6 experiment, sponsored a teleconferencing demonstration via satel-
lite. The purpose of the activity was for exchange of information be-
tween staff members of the Solar Energy Research Institute (SERI) in 
Denver, Colorado, and solar energy educators on the UWI campuses in Jam-
aica, Barbados, and St. Lucia. 
The PSSC provided technical coordination, facility operations, and 
implementation support for the teleconference. Special provisions were 
made at the Network Coordination Center in Denver, Colorado, for live 
program origination; i.e., rental of cameras. The live proqramminq was 
transmitted tn ATS-6 via the Denver Uplink Terminal (OUT) in Morrison, 
using C-band and was received at three locations in thp. West Indies 
using the UHF transponder. Questions from the West Indies were relayed 
via ATS-3 to particlpants in the Denver studio for immediate reponse. 
Technically, there were few problems particularly relative to ATS-6 
operations. As this was the first PSSC experience involving studio op-
erations, there were occasional problems with equipment, as well as in-
house production coordination, which were of relatively minor consequence. 
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Of Qreater impact were the technical difficulties experienced during 
VHF operat~ons. Although ATS-3 transmissions from Jamaica . were gen-
erally acceptable, ther~ were frequent problems in transmissions from 
Barbados and St. Lucia. Signal breakups and a low-level signal strenqth 
made readability difficult at times -- and on occasion, impossible; 
particularly on transmissions from St. Lucia. Due to the low look ang-
les of the West Indies in using both ATS-6 and 3, it is common for this 
area to l ose as much as 30-90 seconds/ hour, as estimated by NASA; a con-
dition familiar to the island participants. Overall, interaction was 
programmatically acceptable and effective, despite intermittert com-
munications problems. 
INDIANA HIGHER EDUCATION TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM 
CTS Demo nstration: 2/25,28/78 
The member institutions of the Indiana Higher Education Telecommun-
icati o n~ System (IHETS) conducted a demonstration on CTS on February 25 
and 28, 1978, aimed at assessing the potential of satellite communications 
in the field of professional cont i nuing education. Progranrning consisted 
of instructional materials for dental school faculties and for classroom 
teachers involved in the integration of handicapped children in to the 
mainstream of our elementary and secondary education programs. 
The demonstration utilized program material originating fr om the 
NASA/Lewi $ Porta ble Earth Terminal (PET), located at an IHETS s t udio in 
Indianapolis, Indiana, and from Ames Research Center in the San Francisco 
Bay area of California. Terrestrial interconnections at the IHETS studio 
made viewing and audio t alkback possible from 24 sites within the state-
widp IHETS network. Viewing centers in California were established at 
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the Archdiocese of San Francisco in Menlo Park and at the Veteran's Ad-
ministration Hospital at Long Beach, where permanent CTS facilities were 
utilized. An existing ITFS interconnection through the Archdiocese of 
San Francisco's Educational Television Center was also employed to deliver 
the demonstration to the University of California's San Francisco campus 
where faculty and students involved in developing program materials for 
this activity were assembled for viewing. 
Principals involved in the programmatic and technical implementation 
of the demonstration considered the event entirely successful. The pre-
sentation of continuing education materials via satellite was evaluated 
by experts in the viewing audience as highly effective and indicative of 
future possibilities for utilizing satellites in this field. 
GREATER CLEVELAND HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION 
CTS Demonstration : 3/16/78 
On March 16, 1978, the 62nd Annual Meeting of the Greater Cleveland 
Hospital Association was held in Cleveland, Ohio. Highl ightinq the conf-
erence was a te l econferencing activity on CTS designed to demonstrate 
the effectiveness of interconnecting geographically dispersed populations 
via satellite for discussion of current topics related t o health care. 
The PSSC sponsored and provided coordination support for this acti-
vity which involved two-way video and audio between the PET in Cleveland, 
and the Lister Hill facilities in Bethesda, Maryland; and one-way video 
and audio to television stations in the SECA network and to Indianapolis, 
Indiana, where the TET was located. At several of these locations, inter-
face with terrestrial systems enabled further distribution into area 
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hospitals. Landlines provided an audio return for each of the receive-
only locations. 
Participating in the video teleconferencing were officials of major 
health care associations and a member of Congress active in the formu-
lation of national health-care policy. Landline participation addition-
ally involved hospital administrators and trustees in the discussions, 
although there were problems reported with the quality of the telephone 
link provided for this purpose. Despite these difficulties, however, the 
reaction~ of participants have been extremely positive to the concept 
demonstrated and enthusiastic toward future involvement in satellite ac-
tivities. 
NATIONAL OCEANIC & ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION 
CTS Demonstration: 3/28/78 
In late March, the PSSC sponsored and provided coordination and 
implementation support to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin-
istration for a teleconferencin9 demonstration on CTS. The purpose of 
the teleconference was for information exchange between two geographically 
dispersed off -;ces of NOAA, using satellite teleconferencing in lieu of 
costly travel for conducting routine or9anizational meetings. 
The program was formatted for two business sessions: the Environ-
mental Data Service (EDS) of NOAA held a project review, and the En-
vironmental Research Laboratories (ERL) held an administrative council 
meeting. Participants were located at the Lister Hill facilities in 
Bethesda, Maryland, and at the NOAA offices in Boulder, Colorado. The 
NASA Class I transportable terminal was used at the Boulder site. The 
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mode was two-way video and audio. 
Technical difficulties were experienced in the audio portion of the 
programming as a result of equipment malfunctions in the transportable 
unit. The audio was readable, but contained a hum throuQhout. The ex-
istence of the noise was no-doubt annoyinq to participants in Bethesda, 
but overall, had no disrupting affect on the proceedings of the meetings. 
The demonstration was deemed a success, with much interest expressed in 
on-going programs for rr,eeting additional organizational needs of NOAA. 
NORTH ALABAMA EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY CENTER 
CTS Demonstration: 3/30/78 
In cooperation with Lewis Research Center and NASA Headquarters, the 
PSSC provided technical support for aCTS 2-hour demonstration by the 
North Alabama Educational Opportunity Center. The demonstration was held 
on March 30, 1978, during the "Third Annual Career Fair and NASA Aerospace 
Symposium." 
The configuration consisted of video transmissions from Lewis Re-
search Center in Cleveland, Ohio, to Huntsville, Alabama, with audio 
interaction between the two locations. The GSFC Class II was located at 
the Von Braun Convention Center at Huntsville, where the Symposium was 
held. 
The demonstration was designed to give high school and college stud-
ents an opportunity to utilize satellite technology to provide useful 
information about NASA engineers and scientists and the work they are 
doing at NASAls Lewis Research Center. Students had the opportunity to 
interface directly with scientists at NASA Lewis and to ask technical 
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questions about their disciplines. 
More than 3,000 people witnessed the demonstration, which was pro-
grammatically and technically impactive. Participating students felt it 
particularly beneficial for the experience provided. 
THE TECHNICAL COORDINATION PROCESS 
The PSSC offers operational implementation support, and technical 
planning/coordination supp0rt for satellite demonstrations. Figure J 
outlines the process and activities involved in standard coordination sup-
port provided for satellite demonstrations. 
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Figure I 
Stlndlr'd Coordination Support ',.."lcItcI by 
tM PSSC for Sat.tllit. OtnlnstraUons . 
~'n/Acth1t11l 
\. Initial Conuct of PSSC for a ~nstrltlOll 
II. P,..lI.lnary In,,"tlgatlon Into ~nltrltlon ronlbilltill. 
A. Schtdul. Posslbilltl,s. 
I. Sat,11It. Tt .... lnal rOlllbllltlll. 
III. TM Dtv,'o~t of til, Ullr ~nstrltlon 'Icklt, whfeh pro"ldll In'o ..... -
tlon tlMt tM uur will nHcI In pllnnl", I ""nstrltlon. 
A. l,tter 0' Agr_nt, OIIt1lnln9 tilt role and rllponslbl1ltlll of 
tilt Unr and t~t of tilt PSSC. 
8. Satellite re .... lftll Posslbl1ltlll (locations and c.pabilltlll). 
C. Sattlll te T'ntl na 1 CosU. 
O. Sit, Surv,y Info""tlon and Tllks llllt will be necnn,.,. 
[. Sllillatlon/Checkout Inforwlltlon. 
F. Broadcast requl,--nU, Inc1udl"9 pholll Int.rconnKtlons. 
G. Post hctu. [valuation Rtqulr_nU. 
IV . TM Dtvelopootnt of a Deoonstrltlon 11III1_nutlon Pack,t. 
A. Fo ..... l Demonstration Request 
8. Operations Plan for tM DtoIonstratlOll . 
1. OperatIons (bIb frtqutncill at utelllt, locations). 
2 . SI"",latlon/Tut Date(s) and TlM(S). 
J . Demonstration Dat,(.) and TI.e(.). 
4. Polntln9 Info ..... tlon (Ullllth, "IYatlon, Ngnetlc ",rlatlon, ,tc.) 
S. Network Coordinator (II required by NASA, th' dnlgftlted ,..al-
t hlf coord I na tor) . 
6. Conftrence Call (for tM NASA/lewis Network Coordinator). 
7. Troubleshooting procedurt., Including tM deslgnattcl ·scrub· person. 
8 . Contlc t/Coordl ftI to'"' (_s, addr,nes, and phon, _be,",). 
9. rrequlncy Coordination (overview dla,ra. o( utelllte configuration, 
uplinks, downlinks, subearrl'r •• t,,..lnal location). 
10 . Site Survey (or Mobil, Units (type, location, addrt", coordinates) . 
11. Additional Site Survey In(o",.tlon for PSSC TKhnlclans (security, 
p.,.klng Irrang_ts. Inl,r('rtnc" power availability, cabl, 
avalllblllty Ind access procedures, perlpherll tqulpootnt required, ,tc.) 
v. Post Dtmon~ VI t I on SUlllNry 
Thts sUIIINry dotS not rlplace tht User's Post FlCtLIIII [valuation, but rath,r, 
suppl_nU In(o,...tlon. It tllows th' psse person IID,t h"l1llr with tilt 
dtftl, (rom planning to Iq,l_nlltlon lUge, to au,u tM d8II proc.1I 
IS wll IS onrall ,ffKtlnMIS . 
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ORIGINAL PA(;I'~ It:-
OF POOR QVALlTY 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Results of completed demonstrations have been extremely positive. 
Certain ou t comes and advantages of brief satellite presentations have 
been pervasive throughout all the demonstrations. Specifically, short-
term satellite demonstrations are a successful technique for: 
1. making a convincing statement about technical feasibility; 
2. providing first-hand experience to societal groups without 
an extensive investment in money or facilities; 
3. providing an educational experience about the technical 
development and implementation process involved in satel-
lite utilization; 
4. making a positive impact on the constituencies of various 
societal groups; and 
5. creating a serious interest in alternatives to existinq 
systems. 
In short, short-term satellite demonstrations have offered, and have 
provided, an educational and informational service to numerous societal 
groups and their constituencies. 
The request for demonstrations is continuing. Further, the demand 
for satellite time and for mobile earth stations in support of demon-
strations, exceeds the availability of these elements. Figure II 
shows organizations who are currently receiving support for short-term 
demo nstrations being planned. 
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W 
o 
I 
o H.-D. 1 Con ",..tIOll 
00 Written COnfl .... tlon 
DATE (GIlT) TIME (GIlT) 
4/26 1300- 1615 
5/8 151;'1115 
5110 2130-0015 
6112 19)0- 2200 
7/8 llOO-I500 
7/8 
9/11 
9/2 1 
9/18 1300-1 530 
NOT[ : uhUnce wi 
Fi Qure II 
ORGAN I lATIONS CURRENTLY RECEIVING ~~.PPORT FOR SHORT-TERM DEMONSTRATIONS 
lP Loop Th,-ou9h 
IU. ' . R.I.y 
Tl Tran~lt 
ORGANIZATION/CONTACT 
RadIo I TV ComMi ssi on 
So. B.ptlst COnyentl on 
"-d . Un h . of So. 
C.ro ll". 
AlIA Hospital Trai ners 
Annu.1 "-et ln9 
USA 
~ICON 
__ r . "osp . Auoc . 
N.tl o".1 Council of the 
Churches of Christ 
__ r lc. n l lbr.ry Assoc . 
~ the fo llowing de<nOnstra 
Unh. o( C. llfor" 
"-dlc.1 C .... Oeye 
Science C.nter S • 
Un ly. of Wlsconsl 
R.dll Found.tlon 
LERC 
SATElLITE EQU I PM£NT 
CTS 
CTS 
CTS PET Or 
CTS TET 
CTS PET 
CTS PET or 
PH or Cl.ss I 
Ions hIS ~e" request 
•• o.y Is 
o~nt. I c . 
• llit. N. work 
• St.vens Point 
6SFC 
EQUIPMENT OTHER LOCATIOIC OF EQUIPMENT TEST DATE/TIME PURPOSE 
Cltu I Ft. Worth, Tt.,s 4/24 1400-1600 Annual Conference Chu II ~shvill., Tenn.ss .. 
Cltss I Charl.ston, South 5/7 1500-1800 
C,roll". (GIlT) 
0 
Clus I New Or l e.ns, loul- Teleconferenc. 
sl.na 
Mlnne.polls, Minn . T.leconf.renc. for 
Sa.l-Annual Conven-
tion 
Silver Spr ings, ~ . UNICOI! IV Conference 
Cl.ss I oUIES S4n Fr.nclsco, CA . Teleconference for 
Anahel_, CA. AnnulI Convention 
Ann Arbor, Mlchl9.n 
d. o.tes • d t lMS h ye not yet been .rr.ng d . 
APPENDIX A 
Experiment's Operating Times and Outa~es 
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(GIfT) 
aU( 
l at1/71 AUt 
l at1l77 Alr( 
latU71 Alr( 
latl/71 Alfl 
I at., 71 Alf'( 
l at _/ 71 Al f'( 
I III 17 Alfl 
lat~111 Al H 
I 77 AlH 
lat"n AlH 
I / AlH 
10/1/ 11 AlH 
1 Alf( 
lat'J 71 Al f1: 
1 1 AlH 
1 , C, I AI. f( 
1at l l! Al.f 
I 11 / Al.f( 
100IUll AlH 
1 1J1 Alf( 
-
I 14/ AlH 
1 0/ 1 ~n AlH 
1at1" AlH 
10/ 11/71 AU( 
1at l AlH 
1 I I Alfl 
1 Al H 
10111 /11 AUl 
I o/ l u n AlH 
IOJWH AlH. 
lat . / AH 
10/lSl77 
-
AUt 
OI'(U illIG T I .. S AND OVT ACCS 
UATI TIll( 
C!II- All OOTAIOCS ClOUT 
1 ,. U 11111 I II. ~, 11111 
1 HI • IIIN I HI 51 11111 
I HI U 11111 1 II 9 lUll 
) III 1 11111 ) HII • 11111 
) ... U " 111 J H~ I 11111 
I H .• I. 11111 I ~ n 11111 
3 es 11111 I HII ~, 11111 
l Hl 17 11 111 1 H 31 11111 
1 4 11111 ) III" 
I MIl 19 11 111 I HlI 31 11111 
1 • 11 111 : 9 11111 
1 HIt 16 11 111 1 Hil )0 11111 
) HII 4 III" ) "III 
J KJI 4 ~ ,UII 1 HR ~, "III 
) u ,UII "III 
1 " III 1 'liN 
) H H " I II 1 HII S4 11 111 
" I" 1 H "I" 
)H" 4 ~ " 1 1I ~ Hil S9 "I" 
1 . 4 "I J 
) 
• lUll 1 
• HII 16 "III 1 19 " IN 
11 46 II I. 11 KA ~9 "I" ~ r II hit 'n9 tr 
I ~ lilt n " I II 4 Hlt ~9 " IN 
~ :9 " III 
• H 
40 11 111 _ II IN \ I~~~~~~ fr CO"~( "'" 
~ • 11111 ~ 
: ~ H 16 " III • "III 
I ~ HII 16 " III 4 Hl 19 " I" 
~ Hit 16 " III 4 ~ 1911111 
~ HII " 11 111 • K. n II I!!. 
I!> Hl IS 11 111 
• HI 19 11111 
~Hll 11111 • Hl n 11 111 
ORlGINAL PAGE tb 
OF P R Q ALlTY 
d 
'n -
-
(GMT) 
MTE 
10/26/17 
10/27/1! 
10/27/71 
10/28/11 
10/29/77 
10/ JO/77 
10/ ll/11 
11/1/71 
TI /Z/ 11 
11/l/ 11 
11/4/17 
11 15/77 
11 / 6/7 7 
11/7/77 
11 / 8111 
11 / 9/77 
11/10/17 
11111/77 
1:/1 1/77 
11 /12/7 7 
11 /1 J /77 
11 /1 4/7 7 
11/1 5/77 
11 /16/77 
11/17/77 
11/17/ 7 
11/11/71 
11118/ 77 
11/:8/71 
11 /19/77 
11/20/77 
11 /?i117 
11 / 12/77 
1ClD£ 
AlH 
AlH 
AlH 
AU[ 
AlrE 
Alr[ 
AlH 
Alr[ 
AlH 
Alrf 
AlH 
Alf[ 
AU, 
AlH 
AlH 
ALF£ 
AU [ 
Al H 
" VA T[S T 
ALr[ 
AlrE 
Al f£ 
Al fl 
Alf[ 
Al f [ 
At YV y ~ " 
nST 
VA nsr " 
Al f£ 
AL VA/ VA" 
Al f [ 
Al f£ 
Al r [ 
Alr[ 
( RI ,[ . T. p.\ a ; 
0 1' H Il II{ \Jl; L r 
OPr~T'NG T'~~ A"D OUTAGES 
OP[~T'''C TJ~ 
Nee/M OIl-A'. 
MAGES 
5 HII 15 "I" 4 MIl 29 "'" 4 "I" (H£T Tren':~~J~n It 
5 HII 15 "I" 4 HII 29 "'" 
l HII 15 "'" 2 HII lO "'" 
1 HII 54 "I" 2 Nil , "'" 
5 HA 15 "I" 4 HII 29 "'" 
5 HII 16 11'" 5 MIl 20 SiC (00 T.~ !~Chln~ 
f.llu ... : 
S HII 15 ""' 4 HII 29 I1IN 
5 IIR 40 "I" 4 HII JO ""' 
5 HII 18 I1IN 1 HR 29 "IN 
5 HII 18 I1IN 1 HII 59 "IN 
5 HII IS I1IN 1 HR 29 "IN 
5 "R 15 I1IN 1 HR 29 "I" 
5 HII 21 I1IN 1 HR )5 "IN 
5 HII 11 "IN 1 HR 29 "IN 
5 HII 11 "IN 4 HII 28 I1IN 
S HII 18 I1IN 1 HII 29 I1IN 
S HII 17 I1IN 4 MR 29 "IN 
5 HII 16 11 1 II 4 Mil 2q "IN 
2 HR JO I1IN 
No frtd . A S-6 Io n tHth __ 
14 IIR 1n Hl w 
6 HII 18 I1IN 5 Mil 18 "IN 
IS HR 16 111" • HII 29 I1IN 
~ HII 16 111" ~ HII 19 111~ 
HII JO I1 IN ~ HII 4Z "IN 
5 HII 18 11 1 II 4 Nil , q "'" 
2 HR 8 " I " 
2 HII 15 11111 
5 HII 18 111" 4 HII 19 I1IN 
1 HII 1 "I CTS un ... I1 ,blr . Al VAlVA 
trt ","h, ·M ' A", . l1 . i · , 1<11 
5 HII 17 "IN 4 HII 19 "III 
5 HII 2) 111N 4 HII J6 I1IN 
5 HII 18 "I II 4 HII ) 0 "IN 
5 MIl 16 "IN ~ HR ) 0 "I" 
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(GIfT) I'()[)[ ~TE 
l1/l3177 MfE 
11/24/77 ALfE 
11/25/77 ALFE 
11/26/77 ALFE 
11/z7I77 ALfE 
II/l8/77 ALFE 
r-- ' 
11/29/77 ALFE 
11/30/77 ALFE 
12/1/77 ALFE 
12/1/77 VA TEST-
12/2/77 ALFE 
12/2/77 ALVA/VA-
12/3/77 ALrE 
12/4/77 ALFE 
12/5/77 ALFE 
12/6/77 ALFE 
12/7/77 AlFE 
12/8/77 AlFE 
12/9/77 ALFE 
12/9/77 ALVA/VA-
.- t--
12/9/77 OISP 
12/10/77 AlFE 
12/10/77 OI SP 
12/11/77 AlFE 
12/11/77 01 : p 
12/12/77 ALFE 
12/12/77 AlVA/VA* 
12/12/77 OISP 
12113/77 AlF[ 
12/13/77 OISP 
12/14/77 AlFE 
12AJ,/77 DI SP 
12/15/77 ALFE 
ORIGINAL PAG/<~ 1& 
01 fOOR QUALITY 
OPERATING TIMES ANO OUTAGES 
OPERATJ NG TIME 
ON- AIR OUTAGES Ntt/M 
5 KR 16--"11 4111t 29 Kllt 
5 HR 15 MU 4 HR 19 MIN 
1 HR 15 MU 29 MIN 
5 HR 15 MU 4 HR 29 MIN 
7 HR 3 MIN 4 HR 29 MIN 
5 HR 15 Mil 4 HR 28 MIN 
5 HR 15 Mil 4 HR 28 MIN 
5 HR 15 MI! 4 HR 29 MIN 1 SEC (unexplained vidl!O~ 
5 HR 15 Mil 4 HR 29 HIN 
2 HR 15 1411 
5 HR 16 Mil 4 HR 30 MIN 
3 HR 1 MIN 2 HR 
5 HR 16 HIN 4 HR 28 MIN 
5 HR 3 HIN 4 HR 15 MIN 
5 HR 15 MIN 2 HR 59 HIN 
1 HR 30 HIN (lost one pilau ,l 
of At. Publk ' Serv 1:0_ Prn 1_ 
6 HR 46 MIN 5 HR 58 MIN 
5 HR 27 MIN 4 HR 40 MIN 
5 HR 16 MIN 4 HR 29 HIN 
5 HR 16 HIN 4 HR 30 MIN 
4 HR 22 HIN 3 HR 38 HIN 
5 HR 5 HR 
5 HR 17 HIN 4 HR 29 HIN 
7 HR 7HR 
5 HR 19 1411: 4 HR 32 HIN 
7 HR 7 HR 
5 HI: 18 HIN 4 HR 30 HIN 
2 HR 47 HIN 2 HR 
4 HR 15 HIN 4 HR 15 HIN 
5 HR 17 HIN 4 HR 30 MIN 
5 HR 10 HIN ~ HR 10 HI" 
5 HR 15 HIN 
'" HR 30 MIN 2 SEr (Loose wire in switCher , ) 
4 HR ~ HR 
5 HR 19 HIN ~ HR 29 HIN 
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OP£RATING TIMfS AND OUTAGES 
OP£RAT ING T1I€S 
(GMT) IC)O( UtI- III" OUTAGES OAT( NeelOUT 
It/15177 DISP 5 Hit 10 HIN 5 Hit 10 HIN 
12/1 6/77 AlYf,JYA" 1 HR 18 HIN 1 Hit 36 'UN 
l V 16/ 77 4lH 5 Hit 11 HIN 
• HII 19 HIN • HIN (ATS-6 (oolp~lnl shlfltd 
12/16/77 DIS' ) Hit ) HII 
:U11171 4lH 5 Hit 11 HIN 
• Hit 29 HIN 
1'l117/77 DISP 2 Hit 15 HIN 1 HII IS HIN 
12/ 18/71 4lH 5 Hit 1 SHIN • Hit 111 HIN 
--
12/19/71 4lH 5 Hit 15 HIN 
• Hit 25 HIN 
12/19/71 !(SHe T rST 1 HII 11 HIN 
12/19/11 DISP • HII DISP cancel led . NCC YHF 
THTR down . 
12/ 0/71 AlH 5 HR 14 HIN 
• HII l~ HIN 
12/10171 OISP • Hit 
• Hit 
1'1/21/71 AlH 5 HII 16 HIN 
• HII 29 HIN 
121 1/77 DISP 4 HII 
• HII 
12/22/71 Al f[ 5 HII 15 HIN 
• Hit 29 HIN 
12/lU1I DI SP 5 Hit 5 HIN 5 Hit 5 HIN 
I lIll/ " I!(sHe T£Sl ) Hit 
lV?J/11 AlH S HR 16 HIH 4 HII 29 HIH 
1 123111 lI_lnde~ o( tin. cancell.d· DISP 7 HIN 1 HIN no furlllr.r t rat,., ... A.A 
12/23111 YA 1£ T" 3 HII 
I / 4/11 IIlrr HR 11 HIN • HII zq HIN 
I U1~/11 AU [ HR ) 8 HIN J HR 30 HIN 
11/26/11 Alr[ HII 46 HIN P HII 5 NIN 
1 Zl16111 OI SP itA 10 HIN HII 20 HIN 
I /11/11 Alr£ HII 1 HIN HII 9 HI N 
I ?/l /11 OI SP 4 HII SS HIN 4 HII SS HI N 
1 Zl28/ 11 AlH SHII 16 HIN 4 HM 29 HIN 
tt.'72liTi7 OI SP 4 Hr S9 HIN 4 HR 59 HIN 
1 /l9 / 1 Al rr 6 HII 21 HIN 5 HII 29 HIH 
-
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OPERATING TIMES A"" OUTAGeS 
-
OPERATI"G TIllE 
(GMT) IIlOE OH-m~- OUTAGeS MTE Nee/OUT 
12/29/77 DISP 4 HR 35 MU 4 HR 35 "" 
1'l/30/77 AlF£ 5 HR 15 "I" 4 HR 29 "I 
12/31/77 AlH 5 HR 16 "I" 4 HR 29 "I 
1'l/31/77 SAIClA 1 HR 50 "I" 1 HR 50 "III 
1/1/78 AlFE 4 HR 45 "I" 3 HR 59 "I" 
1/2/78 AlF£ 5 HR 15 "I" 4 HR 30 "I" 
1/3/78 AlFE 5 HR 18 "I" 4 HR 29 "I" 
1/4/78 AlF£ 5 HR 17 "IN 4 HR 29 "I" 
1/5/78 AlF£ 5 HR 15 "I" 4 HR 29 "I" 
.. 
1/5/78 DISP/SA~~~ 2 HR 21 "I" 
1/5/78 ALVA/VA" 2 HR 48 "IN 2 HR 
1/6/78 AlFE 5 HR 15 "IN 4 HR 30 "IN 
1/6/78 DISP/SAIPAN TEST 3 HR 35 "IN 
1/7/78 AlF£ 5 HR 15 "IN 4 HR 30 "I" 
1/7/78 
DISP/SAIPAN 
TEST 3 HR 20 "IN 
1/8/78 AlFE 4 HR 44 "I" 3 HR 59 "I" 
1/8/78 DISP/SAIPAN TEST 2 HR 31 "IN 
1/8/78 DISP/SAIPAN ~1 11 HR 11 MIN , Mil 
1/9178 Al F£ 5 HR 16 "IN 4 HR 3~ "IN 
1/9/78 DISP 4 HR 10 HIN 4 HR 10 HI" 
1/10/78 AlFE 5 HR 17 "I" 4 HR 29 "IN 
1/10/78 DISP 4 HR 10 HI" 4 HR 10 "I" 
1/11/78 AlFE 5 HR 17 HIN 4 HR 29 "I" 
1/11/78 DISP 4 IiR 10 HIN 4 HR 10 ""' 
1/12/78 AlF~ 5 HR 11 HIN 4 HR 29 "IN 
1/12/18 DISP 4 HR 10 MIN 4 HR 10 "I" 
1/12/78 Alv" IV"- I J HR 4 HIN I HR ~b 'liN -,:-:--I Z "IN, (VA mblle trlnsmltter 
down . ) 
1/13/78 AlFE 5HRI5P1IN 4 HR 29 MIN 
1/13/78 VA 1«lH" 1 HR 55 HIN 1 HR 39 "IN 
1/13/78 SAI()A TEST 2 ItR 32 MIN 
1/14/78 AlFE 5 HR 1 SHIN 4HR29"IN 
1/14/78 SA.-uA TEST 2 HR 2 "I N 
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(J ~I tJ1. AI, P:\ ; / ' I 
()J. P )R Ill ' . ~ . LIlY 
. 
OPERATING TlI1E 
(GMT) 1IlD£ ON-AIR OUTAGES MY[ IICC/DIIT 
1/15/78 ALF[ 5 1111 15 "IN 4 HR 30 "IN 30 SEC (ATS-6 slfl tcller drop~ 
1/15/78 SAIIlA TEST 2 HR 3 "I" 
1/16/78 ALFE 5 HII 22 "I" 4 HR 27 :lIh, 
1/16/78 DISP 
., HII 10 "I" 4 HR 10 "I" 
--
1/16/78 SAIIlA TEST 2 HR 5 "I" 
- -1/17/78 ALFE 5 HR 17 "I" 4 HR 29 "IN 
1/17/78 OISP 4 HII 10 "IN 4 HI. 10 MIN 
1/17/ ;a MSHC TEST 2 HR 19 "I" 
1/18178 ALFE 5 HR 16 "IN 4 tlR 2 ~  ~.--
1/18/78 DISP 4 HR 10 "I" 4 HR : ~ MI" 
.' 
1/19/78 ALFE 5 I!R 15 "I" 4 HII • • "I" 
.. _._- -
1/19/78 Dlsp 4 HII 10 ~ 4 HII 10 "IN 
1/19/78 ALVA/VA- ,VA IIIObllt translllltter dOlfll -1 HII 30 "I" progra. cancel1ed : 2 HR. 
1/20/78 ALH 5 HII 22 "IN 4 HR 29 "IN 
1/20/78 VA 1IlN- 2 HII IS MIN I, liD 46 "I" (DIIT '1S rectlve sutl/VI . ~"""" 
1/21/78 ALFE 5 HII 16 "I" 4 HR 29 "I" 
1/22/78 ALFE 5 HR 10 "'N 4 HR 27 "I" 
1/23/78 ALF[ 5 HII 15 "I" 4 HR 28 "I" 
1/23/78 DISP 4 HII 10 "I" 4 HII 10 "I" 
1/24/78 ALF[ 5 HR 16 "IN 4 HR 29 "I" 
1/24/78 DISP 4 HR 10 "I" 4 HR 10 "I" 
1/25/78 ALFE 5 HR 16 "IN 4 HR 29 "I" 
1/25/78 DISP 4 HII 10 "IN 4 HR 10 "I" 
1/25/78 PlSHC 2 HII 15 "IN 1 HII 28 "IN 
1/ 25/78 VA TEST- 17 "IN 
1/26/78 ALF[ 5 HR 20 MIN 4 HR 13 MIN 16 MIN (personnel schedullnq 
_~rn~\ 
1/26/78 ALVA/VA- 2 HR 44 MIN 
2 "IN (VA Txmtr dOlfn . ) 
1 HR 56 MIN 
1/26/78 DISP 4 HR 10 MIN 4 HR 10 MIN 
1/27/78 ALH 5 HR 17 MIN 4 HR 30 IIIN 
1/27178 PlSHC 1 HR 58 MIN 1 HR 29 IIIN 
1/28178 ALH 5 HR 16 MI N 4 HR 29 MIN 
1/29178 ALH 4 HR 18 MIN 3 HR 29 MIN 
1/30178 ALH 4 HR 46 MIN 3 HR 59 MIN 
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OP£RAT ING TlMl:S AND 0\1 rAGES 
OP£RATI"G TIIU:S 
(00) I()D£ OII·AIR OUTAG£S DAn NeC/OUT 
1/30/18 DIS' 4 HR 10 MI" 4 HR 10 MIN 
IIlI/18 Alf£ 5 HIt 16 MI" 4 HR 29 MIN 
1/31178 DISP 4 HR ID MIN 4 HR 10 MI" 
ZJI/18 AlH 5 HR 16 MIN 4 HR 29 MIN 
111/18 MSHC 2 HR 16 MIN I HR 30 MIN 
211/18 DIS' 4 HR 10 MIN 4 HR 10 MI" 
211/78 VA nSf- 39 MI" 
2,1/78 AlH 5 HR 16 MIN 4 HR 29 MIN 
, DISP c.ncrllfd. 300 II TMTR 2/2/18 DISP 4 HR 10 MIN would not cyclr . 
212/78 AlVA 2 HR 10 MIN 1 HR 14 MIN 
2/3178 AU£ 5 HR 11 MIN 4 HR 29 MIN 
2/2/78 VA PClH- 2 HR 10 MIN 1 HR 40 MIN 
213/18 PCSHC 2 HR 16 MIN 1 HR 30 MIN 
2/4/18 AlH 5 HR 15 MIN 4 HR 29 MIN 
2/5/78 AlH 4 HR 39 MIN 3 HR sa MIN 
2/6178 AlF"[ 4 HR 48 MIN 3 HR 5" HIN 
216178 OISP 4 HR 10 MIN 4 HR 10 MIN 
"!/ 6/18 DISP 1 HR 1 HR 
217178 AUr 5 HR 16 MIN 4 HR 29 MIN 
2/1/78 DISP 4 HR 10 MIN 4 HR 10 HIN 
2/7/78 DISP 1 HR 1 HR 
2/8178 AU[ 5 HR 16 HIN 4 HR 29 MIN 
2/8/18 PCSHC 2 HR 1 HR 30 MIN 
2/8/18 OISP 4 HR 10 HI N 4 HR 10 HIN 
2/8/78 SAMOA T(ST 2 MR 47 MIN 
2/8/18 OISP 1 HR 1 HR 
219178 Alrr 5 HR 17 HIN 4 HR 29 HIN 
119/18 OISP HR 10 HIN 4 HR 10 HIN 
219/18 OISP HR I HR 
2/9/18 AlVA 1 HR 3 HIN 1 HR 17 HIN 
2/9/18 VA I()H- 2 HR 30 MIN , HR 
2/l0/7/l Alr£ 5 HR 17 HIN ~ HR 29 HIN 
/10/18 PCSHC 1 HR 55 HIN HR 29 HIN 
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(WI I«)OE MTE 
2/10/78 VA I«)N* 
2/10/78 DISP 
2/11/78 ALFE 
2112/78 ALH 
2/13/78 ALFE 
2/13/78 DISP 
2/13/78 DISP 
.. 
2/14/78 ALH 
2/14/78 DISP 
2/14/78 DISP 
2/15/78 ALFE 
2/15/78 VA TEST * 
2/15/78 MSHC 
2/15/78 DISP 
2/15/78 OISP 
2/16/78 AlH 
2/16/78 OISP 
2/16/78 DISP 
2/16/78 ALH 
2/16/78 ALVA 
2/16/78 VA IIlN* 
2/17/78 MSHC 
..... 
2/17/78 ALH 
2/11/78 DISP 
* * 
2/18/78 ALFE 
2/18/78 ALFE 
2/19/78 ALH 
2/20/78 ALH 
2/20/78 OISP 
2/20/78 OISP 
2/21/78 ALH 
2/21/78 OISP 
2/21/78 OISP 
** 2/17/78 
OPERATING TIMEs AND ou 
OPERATING TIllES 
OIl-AIR 
~cc/Ot1T 
2 HR 28 MH 2 HR 13 MIN 
1 HR 1 HR 
5 HR 6 MIN 4 HR 29 MIN 
5 HR 12 MIN 4 HR 29 MIN 
5 HR 19 MIN 4 Hit 29 MIN 
4 HR 4 Hit 
1 HR 1 Hit 
4 HR 4 MIN 3 Hit 34 MIN 
4 HR 4 Hit 
1 HR 30 MIN 1 Hit 30 MIN 
2 HR 47 MIN 1 HR 59 MIN 
45 MIN 
2 HR 15 MIN 1 Hit 29 MIN 
4 HR 4 HR 
1 Hit 1 Hit 
4 HR 13 MIN 3 HR 28 MIN 
3 HR 3 Hit 
1 HR 1 HR 
1 HR 48 MIN 59 MIN 
1 HR 55 MIN 1 HR 10 MIN 
2 HR 44 MIN 1 HR 59 MIN 
1 HR 56 MIN 1 HR 30 MIN 
2 Hit 48 MIN 2 HR 
1 HR 1 HR 
3 HR 12 MIN 2 HR 29 MIN 
8 Hit 12 MIN 7 Hit 28 MIN 
4 HR 16 MIN J HR 29 MIN 
4 HR 16 MIN J Hit 30 MIN 
4 HR 4 Hit 
1 HR 1 HR 
HR 12 MIN ) HR 29 MIN 
HR 4 Hit 
HR 1 HR 
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ORIGINAL PAGE Ib 
OF POOR QUALITY 
rAGES 
·.tlT" :: 
6 MIN (OUT personnel loc~~d 
Ollt 
... cane lltd. 2 HR Prog , 
Trans.ltttr down.) 
(VA Mobl It 
(GMT) 1110( Do\T£ 
2/22/78 MSHC 
2/22/78 VA 1IlN· 
2/22/78 AlF£ 
2/22/78 SAIClA TEST 
2/22/78 DISP 
2/Z2/78 DISP 
2/23/78 AlF[ 
2/23/78 " DISP 
2/23/78 AlVA 
2/23/78 VA 1IlN. 
2/23178 DISP 
. 2/24/78 MSHC 
2/24/18 VA IIlN. 
2/24/18 AlF[ 
2/24/78 AV[ 
2/24/78 DISP 
2/25/78 AlF£ 
2/25/78 AlF£ 
2/26/78 AlF[ 
2/21/78 AlF£ 
2/Z7/78 OISP 
2/27/18 SAMH 
2/27/78 DISP 
2128178 AlF[ 
2/28/18 DISP 
2128/78 SA)f'[ 
2/28/18 DISP 
3/1/18 IISHC 
3/1178 VA T[STe 
3/1/78 AlH 
3/1/78 OISP 
3/1/78 SAMH 
311/18 DIS ~ 
lRIGfN AL PAG lli 
() P )R Q ALITY 
OP[RATING TINES AND OUTAGES 
OP[RATING TlIIlS 
OfI-AIR 
NCC/OUT OUTAGES 
2 HK 15 "I" 1 HA 30 "I" 
2 HK 55 "III 
3 HK 34 "IN 2 HK 30 "IN 
3 HK 47 "IN 
4 HK 4 HK 
1 HR 1 HR 
4 HK 16 "I" 3 HK 30 "I" 
20 SEC . (00 Yldeot~r .. chine 
teilure 
4 HK 4 HR 
1 HK 50 Iml 1 HR 15 "I" 
2 HR 29 "I" 1 HR 59 "I" 
1 HR 1 HK 
1 HK 52 "I" 1 HK 30 "I" 
1 HK 25 "IN 1 HR 1 "IN 
2 HR 44 "I" 1 HK 58 "I" 
4 HR 48 "I" 4 HK 1 "I" 
1 HK 1 HK 
3 HR 9 "IN 2 HR 29 "IN 
~ HR 9 "I" 1 HR 29 "I" 
~ HR 10 "IN 3 HR 25 MIN 
~ HR 13 "I" J HR 29 "I" 
HR 1 HR 
HR 46 "IN HR 59 MIN 
HR 4 HR 
HR 10 "IN 3 HR 29 "IN 
HR 4 HR 
HR HR 58 MIN 
1 HR 1 HR 
2 HR 18 MIN 1 HR 29 MIN 
1 HR 40 MIN 
4 HR 1 HR 58 MIN 
4 HR A HR : 
3 HR 42 MIN 2 HR 59 MIN 
1 HR 1 HR 
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OP£RATlIIG T1M£~ ANII IlIlT ~GH 
OP£RATlIIG T1I'lS 
(GKT) IIlO£ OII-A'R OUTAGES OAT( IICC/OUT 
3/2/78 AU'£ 4 HR 15 "I" 3 HA 28 "I" 
312/78 SNlr£ 2 HA 39 "I" 1 HA 59 "I" , 
3/2/78 AlVA 1 HR 45 "I" 1 HA 15 "I" 
3/2/78 VA 1Il/j- 2 HA 1 HA 29 "I" 
3/2/78 D'SP 1 HR 1 HR 
312/78 D'SP 4 HR .. HA 
3/3/78 IISHC 1 HA 24 "I" 1 HA .. "I" 
3/3/78 "AlH 2 HA 49 "I" 1 HA sa "I" 
3/3/78 Alr[ 5 HR 30 "I" 5 HA 
313/78 D'SP 1 HR 1 HR 
3/4/78 SAI1fE 1 HR 41 "I" 1 HR 
3/4/78 AlFE 3 HR 7 "I" 2 HR 29 "I" 
3/4/78 AlH 8 HR 3 "I" 7 HR 23 "" 
3/5/78 AlF£ 4 HR 19 "'" 3 HR 36 "I" 
3/6/78 AlFE 4 HA 3 HA 29 "IN 
3/6/78 SAMf'[ 2 HR 30 "'" I HR 59 "I" 
3/6/78 DISP 1 HR 1 HR 
3/7/78 AlFE 4 HR 9 "IN 3 HR 29 "I" 
3/7/78 SNt'E 2 HR 33 "IN 1 HR 59 "I" 
3/7/78 D'SP 1 HR 1 HR 
3/8/78 IISHC 1 HR 52 "I" 1 HR 30 141" 
3/8/78 ALH 2 HR 42 "I" 1 HR 56 "I" 
3/8/78 VA TEST- 19 "IN 
3/8/78 SAHF[ 3 HR 5 "'" 2 HA 58 "I" 
3/8/78 DISP 1 HR 1 HA 
3/9/78 ALFE 3 HR 56 "I" 3 HR 30 "I" 
3/9/78 DISP .. HR .. HA 
3/9/78 SNIFE 2 HR 32 "III 
" HA 
3/9/78 ALVA 13 "I" ~:'!~~:t~:t A~c~gr!~e';t .. ALVA 
3/9/18 VA I()II* 2 HR 31 "'" 1 HA 45 "I" 
3/9/78 D'SP 1 HR 1 HR 
-
3110/78 ALFE 2 HR 51 "I" 1 HA 55 "I" 
3/10/78 AlFE .. HR 33 "I" 4 HR 
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.. . 
(~P IC)()E 
i- DAT 
JIlD/78 DISP 
3/11/78 3AMFE 
3/11/78 ALF[ 
3/11/78 ALFE 
3/12/78 ALF[ 
3/13/78 ALrE 
3/13178 $NIH 
3/14/78 " ALFE 
3/14/78 DISP 
3/14/78 SAW'£ 
3/14/78 VA 1Cl"* 
3/15/78 AlH 
3/15/78 SAMF[ 
)/16/78 ALF£ 
3/16/78 DISP 
3/16/78 SAHft 
3/16/78 VA 1Cl"* 
3/11/78 ALFf 
3/11/78 ALFf 
3/18/78 SAW'E 
3/18/78 AUf 
3/18/78 ALH 
3/19/78 ALF£ 
3/19/78 ALH 
3/20/78 ALFE 
3/20/18 .sAIIff 
3/21/78 AlFE 
3/21/78 DISP 
3/21/78 VA IClN* 
3/21/78 SAW'E 
3/22/78 ALFE 
3/22/18 SAMfE 
3/23/78 AlH 
3/23/78 DISP 
OP£RATI"r. TIM£S A"D OUTAGES  
OP£RATJ :; TI"ES 
ON-AIR .: OUTAGES 
"ec/OUT 
1 HR 1 Hit 
1 Hit 12 "'I ~,. IIIN 
3 HR 36 "IP 2 Hit 29 "' 
8 HR 12 "IP 7 Hit 30 "' 
3 Hit 47 "" 2 Hit 59 "I" 
3 HR 51 "I" 3 Hit 29 "I" 
2 HR 44 "I" 1 Hit 59 "I" 
4 Hit 18 "I" 3 Hit 29 "I" 10 SEC. (Switch~r dro~p~d out) 
stltic disc .rOf 
4 Hit 4 Hit 
2 Hit 31 "I" I Hit 58 "I" 
2 Hit 30 "I" I Hit 59 "I" 30 SEC. (VA ~bih Mit down. 
2 Hit 39 "I" 2 Hit I "I" 
3 HR 21 "I" 2 Hit 59 "I" 
3 HR 59 "I" 3 Hit 43 "I" 
3 Hit 5S 111" 3 Hit 55 "I" 
I Hit 36 "I" I Hit 28 "I" 
2 Hit 21 "I" I HR 48 "I" 1 "I" 16 SEC . (VA ~bllf Mit . 
2 Hit 32 "I" I Hit S6 "I" 
~ Hit 30 "I" 4 Hit 
1 HR 59 IUN I Hit 25 "IN 
2 Hit 53 "I" 2 HR 29 "I" 
~ HR 8 "I" 7 Hit 34 HIN 
~ HR 2 HI" 3 HR 29 "I" 
fi HR 30 "I" 4 HR 30 "I" (On~ contInuous f~~d : Mar.thon 
17 HR 41 HI" 7 HR 40 HIN 
HR 23 HI" I HR 59 "I" 
Hit 5 "I" 3 Hit 29 "I" 
3 HR 5S HI" 3 HR 5S "I" 
2 HR 33 HIN I HR 56 'UN 22 SEC . (VA IhObl1e ooR down . 
2 HR 40 "IN I HR S9 "IN 
2 HR 33 "I" I HR 58 ~: !" 
3 HR 39 "I" 2 HR 58 !"' ~ 
3 "I" ("Ce Switch ln9 ~rror). 
4 HR 19 "IN 3 HR 37 "I" 
3 HR SS "I" 3 Hit 5S H!~ 
ORIGINAL PAGE lb 
OF POOR ·QVAUTYI 
• . ' . 
.. 
(GMT) 
HOOE OAT[ 
3123178 SAI1H 
3123178 VA HOM. 
3/24178 AH[ 
3/24178 AUr 
3/25/78 SAHH 
3/25/78 AUf 
3/25178 AlH 
3/26/18 " AlH 
3/27178 AUf 
3/27/78 SAI1Fr 
3/28/18 AlH 
3/28/18 DISP 
3/28/78 SAMFf 
3/29/1~ AlFE 
3/29/111 S"'''H 
3/30/78 AlH 
3/30/18 DISP 
3/30/78 SAI1F[ 
3/30178 VA MOH· 
3/31178 AlH 
3/31178 AlH 
OPERATING TI'l:S ANO OU' 
OP[RATING TlM£S 
NCC/OllT O:lW 
2 HR 29 H' 1 HR 58 'II 
2 HR 29 H'~ 1 HR 59 HI 
3 HR 31 HI' 2 HR 34 HI 
4 HR 34 HII 3 HA 56 HI 
1 Hli 23 HII 59 HI 
3 HA 15 HII 2 HR 29 HI 
8 HR 2 HI 7 HR 28 HI 
4 HR 18 HI 3 HA 29 HI 
4 HR 17 Hi. 3 HR 36 HI 
2 HR 25 HII 1 HR 59 ", 
4 HR 14 HI~ 3 HR 29 "I 
3 KR 53 HI 3 HR 53 "I 
2 HR 39 Pili 1 HR 5!i HII 
2 HA 40 HII 1 HR 59 "I' 
3 HR 41 HII 2 HA 59 "" 
4 HR ~ HI 3 HR 29 "' 
3 HR 55 HI~ 3 HR 55 "I 
2 HIl 33 "I~ 1 HA 58 "" 
2 HIl 32 "'H 2 HR 
2 HR 23 HIN 1 HR 59 HII 
4 HR 44 "IN 3 HA 59 "I~ 
-43-
AGES 
OllTAG[S 
2 HIN 13S[C. 
I t. 1 • C .\1,/ I 
• • / I I '11/( (n. \LfTY. 
(VA IIObll~ OOA I ) 
(1/1'On9 VTR f~d fl'Ofll 
1 HIN. 00 . ) 
11 "'H 15 SEC . (VA mobil .. THTR ) 
--
• ThO' PSSC ma1ntO'nAnc .. funct10 
f"r t~--'I.Ac - , ." .. 
of thO' 12 GHz systtlll ' 1n 
~n ... r for mon1 tor1ng. dots 
not com .. uno .. r~SA' s I\5YC] 
contract ~1th PSSC . 
